
Special Events Team (SET) – Role and Mandate 

Purpose:   

The Special Event Team (SET) provides Beginner Intermediate Lounge (BIL) members with 
opportunities to develop and improve their bridge skills through participation in various special 
events.   

Role: 

 To arrange learning events with expert players/champions around the world; 
 To coordinate with other members of SET, Experts Guests, Tournament Directors and 

Maureen; 
 To invite Experts/Champions to provide a BIL learning opportunity such as: 

o  “Listen to the Experts” sessions, four experts play at a table and discuss the 
bidding/play and address questions from kibs; 

o  Themed tournaments hosted by an Expert with a review of the hands after the 
tournament; for example,  Sadie Hawkins Tournament, Valentine’s Day Tournament,  
Mother’s Day Tournament, and  

o A series of lessons (3-4) on a special topic, such as “Ron Klinger on Defence”, “Paul 
Thurston on 2/1”.  

o Arrange events with learning formats devised for Beginner/Intermediate players, 
such as “Bid and Tell”, “Ask and Expert”, etc. 

 To arrange the BIL Birthday Bash (September) and New Year’s Marathon (December 31st) 

Responsibilities: 

 identifying and contacting an expert to determine interest in providing a BIL learning 
opportunity (eg. a “Listen to the Expert” session) 

 confirming date/time with ‘Expert’ and Maureen (for BIL Calendar) and confirming 
details of the event with Maureen, BILManger/Founder  

 arranging for a Tournament Director, BILAsst or EventHst that may be required for 
the event 

 working with the ‘Expert’ to obtain information (short bio, picture, BBO names, quiz) 
for the promotional material and determining what they require for the event (eg., 
Tournament Director, pre-dealt hands loaded, table set up, access to BIL and 
Tournament, etc.) 

 preparing promotional material (eg., BIL Gazette article, special bulletins, etc.) for 
Maureen’s review and distribution; 

 participating in the event and/or hosting the event; 
 coordinating with SET members throughout the preparation of an event 
 may also require writing an article after the event (eg., Marathon follow up article) 

and/or sending out special invitations to members and Honorary Guests. 

 
Skills:   Computer skills are extremely beneficial for the development of promotional 
material (special bulletins, Gazette articles), communication skills (email, Skype,), as well as 



the ability to approach ‘experts’ on BBO to provide info re BIL and determine interest in 
holding an event. 
 
 
SET is made up of volunteers who organise events to provide opportunities for members to 
have fun and learn from international bridge Experts/stars. You get to work with Experts to 
arrange events, learn how to use various features of BBO, develop announcements and 
communication material and, at the same time, enhance your knowledge and interest in 
bridge.  
 
 


